
Go 
Forth. 

Multiply. 
"Give a man a fish, and feed him for a day. 

Teach a man to fish, and feed him for a lifetime. " 

Freedom Party of Ontario 
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Life. Liberty. Property. 

Freedom Party advocates capitalism solely because it is the 

only system compatible with reality, reason, and the pursuit 

of one's own happiness. 

Multiply? 

. .. or 

Divide? 



A Message from 

Paul McKeever 
Leader, Freedom Party of Ontario 

"I firmly believe that 
the greatness of a 

society is determined 
not by its 

government's 
tendency to divide a 
single loaf of bread 
evenly, but by the 

efforts of its members to 
produce enough loaves for everyone. 

"Individual choice, 
personal 

responsibility, dignity, 
prosperity and 

justice. 
, 

"That is Freedom 
Party's vision for 

Ontario." 
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WRONG: DIVIDE 
Slow, Centralized, Rationed 

Health Care 

No freedom to access the health 
care you need when you want it, 

where you want it, and from 
whom you want it. 
Rationing, 'queues,' line-ups. 

State Education 

Government-set curriculum , teaching methods, 
and learning environment. Pay for the state 
education monopoly whether or not you have 

children . 

Unreliable Electricity, Higher Cost 

Fewer companies generating less electricity. 
Borrowing, rationing , rolling black-outs, brown

outs. 

the RATIONING mind vs ... 

The WRONG Direction gives politicians and 
bureaucrats more money, more power, and 
more control, while taking away each individual's 
right to make his or her own choices. 

The WRONG Direction leads towards long 
hospital waiting lists, illiterate public school 
graduates, government waste, a bloated 
bureaucracy, high taxes, and laws that favour 
some at the expense of others. 

RIGHT: MULTIPLY 
Fast, Nearby, Top-Quality 

Health Care 

Freedom to access the health care you need, 
when you want it, where you want it, and from 

whom you want it. 

No rationing , no 'queue,' no line-ups. 

Choice in Education 

Parental choice, including curriculum , teaching 
methods, and learning environment. Pay only 
for the school to which you choose 

to send your child . .. '~: 1i ~r~>~:~ 
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Reliable Electricity, Lower £~ .. };,,}~.i;:;~ 
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More companies cleanly ,-!<:.~~~. 

generating more electricity. No 
borrowing, no rationing , no rolling black-outs, no 

brown-outs. 

the RATIONAL mind 

The RIGHT Direction reduces the 
~""I ,\power of politicians and 
K " i,7::.1 / bureaucrats, while protecting the 

individual citizen's right to make his or her own 
personal and economic choices. 

The RIGHT Direction leads towards freedom, 
not away from it: lower taxes, reduced 
government spending, and the protection of 
private property rights are the keys to a better 
economy and to a clean and safe environment. 


